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ABSTRACT
An increasing number of institutions throughout the world
face legal obligations or business needs to collect and preserve digital objects over several decades. Today, a range
of tools exist today to support the variety of preservation
strategies such as migration or emulation. Yet, diﬀerent
preservation requirements across institutions and settings
make the decision on which solution to implement very difﬁcult.
This paper presents the PLANETS Preservation Planning
approach. It provides an approved way to make informed
and accountable decisions on which solution to implement
in order to optimally preserve digital objects for a given
purpose. It is based on Utility Analysis to evaluate the performance of various solutions against well-deﬁned requirements and goals. The viability of this approach is shown in
several case studies for diﬀerent settings. We present its application to two scenarios of web archives, two collections of
electronic publications, and a collection of multimedia art.
This work focuses on the diﬀerent requirements and goals in
the various preservation settings.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.7 Digital
Libraries

General Terms
Measurement, Documentation, Performance, Experimentation
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Digital Preservation – the process of keeping electronic
material accessible and usable for a certain period of time –
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has turned into one of the most pressing challenges within
the digital library community. Not only because of the rapid
changes and ongoing developments in ﬁle formats, long-term
archiving of digital material is a highly complex and diverse matter. At the same time, technical advances occur
in hardware development, and the information technology
infrastructure as well as computer equipment are subject to
changes. The ever-growing amount of material being available digitally not only drives the need for feasible access
and delivery, but also for preserving digital objects in the
medium and long run. A wide variety of institutions and
individuals from countless ﬁelds have a strong interest in
keeping their digital objects accessible and usable over the
next decades. Private users who want to keep accessible
their photo, audio, or video collections as well are a significant target audience. Insurance and aviation companies,
the pharmaceutical and car industry, and other key players
have a strong interest or obligations to preserve their data
holdings, simulation models, or studies over time. Some institutions are required to keep copies of their documents due
to legal constraints. For others, providing digital content
is a central part of their business model and therefore the
time aspect is a very important one as well. Libraries and
museums are increasingly digitising their holdings or even
holding born-digital content. These assets need to be preserved for future generations, forming an enormously wide
range of material with a vast number of diﬀering requirements. Moreover, electronic content has to be monitored
to guarantee the accessibility and usability over time. The
combined complexity of these facts is one of the main challenges of digital preservation as a research discipline.
The wide and constantly growing variety of ﬁle formats
currently available ranges from simple formats like plain
text, which consists of simple ASCII or unicode characters,
to more complex or compound ﬁle types. PDF or Microsoft
Word ﬁles, for instance, can contain additional formatting
information or images and tables, all of which have special
properties. Going further, multimedia presentations add to
this complexity the characteristics of all kinds of embedded
objects like image, video, or audio ﬁles.
Individual data repositories, holding e.g. scientiﬁc records
or simulation results, often hold very valuable data in complex structures. The user interaction elements which are
possibly contained in objects pose a whole new level of difﬁculties. All these speciﬁc characteristics of digital objects
have to be considered and make the preservation process a
diﬃcult one.
Amongst the many strategies developed to preserve digital

objects and keep them accessible in the long run, migration
and emulation are the most prominent ones.
Migration is the method of repeated conversion of ﬁles
or objects. A ﬁle is converted to either a more current version of its own ﬁle format, or to another, which is easier
to handle and access. A good example of migration to an
easier preservable format is the recently adopted PDF/A
standard [10]. It implements a subset of the PDF standard
and is especially well-suited for long-time preservation due
to its omitting of, for instance, embedded scripts. Other
examples would be the conversion from Microsoft Word to
RTF et vice versa.
Emulation denotes the duplication of the functionality of
systems, be it software, hardware parts, or legacy computer
systems as a whole, needed to display, access, or edit a certain document. In the preservation context, this most often
means emulating a certain (version of) a software system
needed to access a ﬁle in an outdated version or format.
The applicability of both strategies is highly problematic
and context dependent and their success very speciﬁc to different settings [22]. Every scenario has its own requirements
and problems, calling for diﬀerent solutions to the problem
at hand. Preservation strategies and speciﬁc software tools
for emulation or migration must always be chosen according to requirements of individual institutions. In the case of
digital libraries, for instance, migration or emulation often
has to be performed for thousands of ﬁles. It is therefore a
highly complex task of reaching a decision on which preservation strategy to follow. Many aspects need to be taken
into account, some of which have the potential to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the ﬁnancial expenditures like personnel or
hardware costs. This is exactly where preservation planning ﬁts in. Whenever preservation decisions, which are
usually made by highly skilled and trained individuals, have
to be made, it is utterly important to provide assistance
in the process. This aspect becomes even more important
when less skilled or trained staﬀ is concerned with preservation planning. One possibility to support such decision
processes are software tools which guarantee full traceability and documentation of all elements inﬂuencing the ﬁnal
decision. Preservation planning also means to take into account unavoidable losses that will, up to a certain extent,
always be part of preservation processes, be it loss of document characteristics during migration or loss of certain ways
of user interaction in emulation scenarios.
Preservation planning has been identiﬁed to be a vital
aspect of the digital preservation process as a whole in the
context of archival standards as well as the ‘Preservation
and Long-Term Access via Networked Services’ EU project
(PLANETS)1 . It also forms a core functional entity in the
OAIS model, the ISO-adopted Reference Model for an Open
Archival Information System, which is a common reference
model for archives [9].
In this paper, we will describe in detail the workﬂow for
evaluating and selecting digital preservation solutions following the principles of the PLANETS Preservation Planning approach. We will describe a framework to support
the acquisition and documentation of various requirements
arising in the context of preservation planning. Besides,
guidance is provided for institutions having less expertise in
the area of digital preservation and its challenges to identify

core requirements that any solution should fulﬁl in a given
setting. The stakeholders need to precisely specify and document the goals and requirements for the envisaged digital
preservation solution. Furthermore, a structured model for
repeatable experiments is also needed as basis for informed
decisions and hence another vital aspect of the PLANETS
Preservation Planning approach. Once alternative preservation paths are speciﬁed and experiments are performed,
Utility Analysis and its ability to integrate inhomogeneous
criteria sets is used to evaluate diﬀerent strategies. The
strengths of Utility Analysis lie in the deﬁnition of objectives and the clear evaluation and comparison metric, which
make the ranking of alternatives possible and intuitive. A
ﬁrst model for planning preservation solutions, on which this
work is based on, is introduced in [15].
We describe a set of case studies demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed approach. Speciﬁcally, we report on
three case studies from diﬀerent domains covering a wide
range of requirements: web archive collections, collections
of scientiﬁc publications, and electronic multimedia art.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides pointers to related initiatives and gives an
overview of work previously done in this area. After that,
Section 3 shortly describes the Open Archival Information
System (OAIS) focusing on the role of preservation planning.
Further, we give an overview of the principles of Preservation Planning and the approach pursued in PLANETS
in Section 4, which also provides a detailed description of
the workﬂow. We then report on a set of case studies in
Section 5. Finally we draw conclusions, summarise lessons
learned as well as give an outlook on future work in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
An increasing amount of cultural heritage material, legal, and scientiﬁc information is born-digital or only available in digital form. The ability of accessing and using the
digital information will usually depend on a particular version of a programm on a speciﬁc computer platform. The
heterogeneity and the complexity of digital formats make
the preservation of the information a diﬃcult task. At the
moment libraries, archive and scientiﬁc institutions are primarily dealing with the challenge of long term preservation.
Other institutions such as government agencies, large industries, SMEs and also private users, who have steadily
growing amounts of legally or personally important data,
are increasingly facing this problem. This results in the creation of a number of large scale initiatives integrating digital
preservation capabilities in digital repository systems [18,
21]
In December 2000, the U.S. Congress appropriated US
$ 99.8 million to establish the National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Programm (NDIIPP)2 .
Led by the Library of Congress, the collaborative research
programm is funding research in diﬀerent aspects of digital
preservation, including collection practices, risk analyses, legal and policy issues, and technology.
In Europe two new research projects for digital preservation started in 2006. CASPAR3 focuses on cultural and
scientiﬁc resources. The project engages the implementation
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and extension of the OAIS reference model [9]. PLANETS4
includes partners from library, archival and research backgrounds with a research focus on the integration of methodologies, tools and services for preservation characterisation,
action, and planning. These services will be integrated to
form an interoperable framework. Based on this framework
the PLANETS Testbed will allow an evaluation of preservation strategies, tools, and services.
The PANIC project [7, 8] addresses the challenges of integrating and leveraging existing tools and services, and
thus assists organisations in dynamically discovering possible preservation strategies. It relies on Web Services to
oﬀer preservation software, using OWL to provide semantic
descriptions.
Other important projects in the ﬁeld of digital preservation are the PADI project [13] from the National Library of
Australia and DCC5 . PADI identiﬁes and promotes information of relevant activities in the ﬁeld of digital preservation.
Both PADI and DCC provide guidelines for preservation endeavours.
Digital Preservation Europe (DPE)6 is a Coordinated Action of the EU aiming at better collaboration and synergies
between existing preservation initiatives across Europe.
In order to support the evaluation of experiments, a number of tools and services are developed. For example, the National Library of New Zealand Metadata Extraction Tool7
extracts preservation metadata from a range of ﬁle formats.
JHove [3], developed by JSTOR and the Harvard University Library enables the identiﬁcation and characterisation
of digital objects. These tools can be used to analyse ﬁles
of migration experiments. File format repositories, such as
PRONOM [14] may be used to identify speciﬁc characteristics of digital objects at hand, helping in the deﬁnition of
the preservation requirements.
The approach presented in this paper has its focus on the
evaluation of preservation strategies. Therefore, the elicitation and documentation of the preservation requirements
(objectives), as well as running and evaluating experiments
in a structured way are required.
Over the last years a lot of eﬀort was spent on deﬁning,
improving, and evaluating preservation strategies. A good
overview of the preservation of digital heritage and preservation strategies is provided by the companion document
to the UNESCO charter for the preservation of the digital
heritage [22].
Research on technical preservation issues is focused on two
dominant strategies, namely migration and emulation. The
Council of Library and Information Resources (CLIR) presented diﬀerent kinds of risks for a migration project [11].
Migration requires the repeated conversion of a digital object into more stable or current ﬁle formats, such as e.g.
converting a Microsoft WORD97 document into the current
Oﬃce 2007 format (within format-family migration) or converting it, e.g. to Adobe PDF/A, a simple ASCII/UNICODE
text ﬁle, a screenshot image, or others. Each of this incurs certain risks and preserves only a certain fraction of
the characteristics of any digital document. Conversion to
PDF, for example, changes the look-and-feel as well as the
4
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behaviour of the document, some fonts may not be available on a given future computer system and are not always
correctly embedded, and edit history and other metadata
are likely to be lost. Screenshots may preserve the look of
a document, losing the machine-readable content, i.e. the
text, whereas a conversion to a text ﬁle preserves the content but loses image information, macro interactivity and
others. Even migrations within the same format family may
incur unwanted and unspeciﬁed changes. Still, the number
of tools as well as the ease of applying this strategy make
it a very promising candidate - albeit increasing the diﬃculty in ﬁnding an optimal solution, minimising the impact
of various migration steps.
Emulation, the second important preservation strategy
aims at providing programs that mimic a certain environment, e.g. the emulation of a certain processor type or emulating the features of a certain operating system. For example, to run Microsoft WORD on a Linux operating system
using the WINE windows ‘emulator’, WINE implements a
compatibility layer for the operation system. Jeﬀ Rothenberg together with CLIR [17] envisions a framework of an
ideal preservation surrounding for emulation. In order to
make emulation usable in practice, several projects developed it further. One of them is the CAMILEON project
with the BCC Domesday project [12]. Large scale emulation of archived oﬃce documents is shown in [16]. The
Digital Asset Preservation Tool, an implementation of the
Universal Virtual Computer presents an new strategy for
digital preservation [4], currently the ﬁle formats JPEG and
GIF87a are supported.
The challenge of preserving born-digital multimedia art,
which is inherently interactive, virtual, and temporary, has
been an actively discussed topic over the last years. In
2004, the ERPANET projcet organised a workshop [2] on
archiving and preservation of born-digital art. Preserving
the inherent complexities of interactive multimedia is a very
diﬃcult task, particularly because formats used in multimedia art are ephemeral and unstable. It also poses a paradoxon between the transformation necessary to keep the
work accessible, and desired authenticity of each piece of
art. Depocas [1] argues that eﬀorts to preserve born-digital
media art have to be based on structured documentation.
Hunter [6] discusses a case study searching for optimum
preservation strategies for selected complex mixed-media objects.

3. THE OAIS REFERENCE MODEL
The Reference Model for an Open Archival Information
System (OAIS) was published 2002 by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS). ISO 14721:2003 [9]
deﬁnes an OAIS as
. . . an archive, consisting of an organization of
people and systems, that has accepted the responsibility to preserve information and make it
available for a Designated Community.
The OAIS model further
. . . provides a framework for describing and comparing diﬀerent long term preservation strategies
and techniques.
The left hand side of Figure 1 shows the main functional
components of the model. When a producer, i.e. a provider

Figure 1: Functional entities of the OAIS reference model

of content, submits a digital object to the system, it has
to be packaged together with required metadata as a Submission Information Package (SIP). The Ingest module provides the services and functions to accept SIPs from Producers. It further performs quality assurance and generates
an Archival Information Package (AIP) complying with the
archive’s standards. Ingest also extracts descriptive information from the AIPs and coordinates updates to Archival
Storage and Data Management.
Archival Storage stores, maintains and retrieves AIPs,
while Data Management populates, maintains and accesses
descriptive information about archived objects as well as
administrative data. Every action inside the archive that
aﬀects the object is added to the metadata of the AIP.
The Access component is responsible for supporting consumers, i.e. users looking for content, in ﬁnding, requesting
and receiving information stored in the system. Access functions include access control, request coordination, response
generation in the form of Dissemination Information Packages (DIPs) and delivery of the responses to consumers.
The Preservation Planning entity monitors the environment and provides recommendations to ensure the long-term
accessibility of the stored information. This includes monitoring of the technology and designated community and
evaluation of the archive and periodical recommendations
on archival updates for migration. A central component is
the development of preservation strategies and standards as
well as packaging designs and plans.
The right hand side of Figure 1 shows in detail the functional entries of preservation planning. The ‘Monitor Designated Community’ function and ‘Monitor Technology’ functions report changes of service requirements, technologies
and standards technologies and designated communities to
the ‘Develop Preservation Strategies and Standards’ function. In response to these reports the ‘Develop Preservation
Strategies and Standards’ function starts to evaluate and
develop preservation strategies and standards to ensure accessibility and usability of the current archive holdings and
for new submissions. These recommendations are sent to
the Administration. The PLANETS Preservation Planning

approach presented in this paper supports the evaluation of
preservation strategies and production of well-documented,
accountable recommendations on which strategy to follow.
The PLANETS preservation workﬂow covers the OAIS ‘Develop Preservation Strategies and Standards’ function and
can be easily integrated into existing archival environments.

4. PRESERVATION PLANNING
4.1 Overview
A range of tools exist today to support the variety of
preservation strategies such as migration or emulation. Yet,
diﬀerent preservation requirements across institutions and
settings make the decision on which solution to implement
very diﬃcult.
Preservation Planning, i.e. evaluating preservation strategies and choosing the most appropriate strategy, has turned
into a crucial decision process, depending on both object
characteristics as well as institutional requirements. The
selection of the preservation strategy and tools is often the
most diﬃcult part in digital preservation endeavours; technical as well as process and ﬁnancial aspects of a preservation
strategy form the basis for the decision on which preservation strategy to adopt. The area of Preservation Planning
has therefore attracted much interest in recent years.
In the last years two frameworks were created in parallel for supporting the establishment of a digital preservation solutions. The Utility Analysis approach developed at
the Vienna University of Technology [15] and the Dutch
testbed designed by the National Archive of the Netherlands [5]. The advantages of these two were integrated and
form the basis for the DELOS Preservation Testbed [20].
The strengths of the Utility Analysis is the clear hierarchical
structuring of the preservation objectives, which documents
the requirements and the goals for an optimal preservation
solution. Its second advantage is the numerical evaluation of
the objectives, allowing a direct mathematical comparison
and ranking of the alternative solutions. The strengths of
the Dutch testbed are the detailed deﬁnition of the environment and the standardised experiment procedure.

2. Choose Records
This step selects sample records representing the variety of object characteristics of the considered collection. These samples are later used for evaluating the
preservation alternatives.
3. Identify Requirements
The goal of this decisive step is to clearly deﬁne the
requirements and goals for a preservation solution in
a given application domain. In the so-called objective
tree, high-level goals and detailed requirements are collected and organised into a tree structure.
While the resulting trees usually diﬀer according to
speciﬁc preservation settings, some general principles
can be observed. At the top level, the objectives can
usually be organised into four main categories:
Figure 2: Overview of PLANETS Preservation
Planning workflow

In the PLANETS project, the DELOS Preservation Testbed
forms the basis for the Preservation Planning approach. The
workﬂow was reﬁned based on practical experience and feedback from the user community. The result of this process
is the here presented PLANETS Preservation Planning approach.

4.2 Workflow
Figure 2 provides an overview of the preservation planning
workﬂow.
The 3-phase process, consisting of a total of 11 steps,
starts with deﬁning the preservation scenario, choosing sample records for experiments, and identifying the requirements and goals for the preservation scenario.
The second part of the process consists of the deﬁnition
and evaluation of potential preservation alternatives. Therefore, alternatives are identiﬁed, including technical settings
and required resources for running the experiments. The
Go/No-Go-Decision enforces a review of the work in the
previous steps. The experiments are set up and run. The
last step of the second phase is the evaluation of the experimental outcomes against the requirements and goals deﬁned
in the ﬁrst phase.
In the third part of the workﬂow the results of the experiments are aggregated to make them comparable, the
importance factors are set and the alternatives are ranked.
The stability of the ﬁnal ranking is analysed with respect
to minor changes in the weighting and performance of the
individual objectives using Sensitivity Analysis. After this
consideration a clear and well argumented accountable recommendation for one of the alternatives can be made.
The detailed workﬂow as shown in Figure 2 is described
below.
1. Define Basis
In the ﬁrst step the preservation scenario is described
in a semi-structured way including the collection to
be considered. The information about the collection
consists of types of records or ﬁles, their numbers and
legal issues. Moreover, the environment is described
in which the preservation process takes place including
institutional policies for preservation.

• File characteristics describe the visual and contextual experience a user has when dealing with
a digital record. Subdivisions may be ‘Appearance’, ‘Content’, ‘Structure’ and ‘Behaviour’, with
lowest level objectives being e.g. colour depth,
image resolution, forms of interactivity, macro support, or embedded metadata.
• Record characteristics denote the technical foundations of a digital record, the context, interrelationships and metadata.
• Process characteristics refer to the preservation
process. These include usability, complexity, or
scalability.
• Costs have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the choice
of a preservation solution. Usually, they may be
divided into technical and personnel costs, as well
as start-up and operational expenditures.
The objective tree is usually created in a workshop
setting with experts from diﬀerent domains contributing to the requirements gathering process. The tree is
independent from the preservation approach, it documents the individual preservation requirements of an
institution for a given collection of objects. Typical
trees may contain from 50 up to several hundred objectives, usually organised in four to six hierarchy levels.
Measurement units are assigned to each leaf in the
objective tree. Wherever possible, these eﬀects should
be objectively measurable (e.g. e per year, frames per
second). In some cases, (semi-) subjective scales will
need to be employed (e.g. degrees of openness and
stability, support of a standard, degree of ﬁle format
acceptance within diﬀerent communities, etc.).
4. Define Alternatives
Diﬀerent preservation solutions, such as diﬀerent migration tools or emulators, are selected. An extensive
description of each alternative including its software
environment and parameters ensures a clear understanding. For each alternative deﬁned, the amount
of work, time and money required for running experiments are estimated.
5. Go/No-Go
This step considers the deﬁned requirements, the alternatives and estimated resources to determine if the

proposed alternatives are feasible. The result is a decision for continuing the evaluation process or a justiﬁcation of the abandonment or postponement of certain
alternatives.
6. Develop Experiment
In order to run repeatable tests, a documented setting is necessary. This stage produces a speciﬁc development plan for each experiment, which includes
the workﬂow of the experiment, software and hardware system of the experiment environment, and the
mechanism to capture the results.
7. Run Experiment
An experiment will test one or more aspects of applying a speciﬁc preservation alternative to the previously
deﬁned sample records.
8. Evaluate Experiments
The results of the experiments are evaluated to determine the degree to which the requirements deﬁned in
the objective tree were met.
9. Transform Measured Values
The measurements taken in the experiments might all
be scaled diﬀerently. In order to make these comparable, they are transformed to a uniform scale using
transformation tables. The resulting scale might e. g.
range from 0 to 5. A value of 0 would in this case denote an unacceptable result and thus serve as a dropout criterion for the whole preservation alternative.
10. Set Importance Factors
Not all of the objectives of the tree are equally important. This step assigns importance factors to each objective depending on speciﬁc preferences and requirements of the scenario.

• Sum of Priority – This method belongs to the
family of frequency-advantage-rules. Two or more
alternatives are compared based on an ordinal
scale. Each alternative’s leaf value is compared
to the leaf values of the other alternatives.
Each alternative’s leaf value is computed as the
number of alternatives with a lower value, e.g.
if three leaves are compared, the one having the
highest value is set to two, the one having the
second highest value is set to one. In the case of
equally scored values, the leaf value is set to zero.
It is therefore not possible to make statements
about the distance between the leaf values of the
alternatives.
• Austin Slight – This method is very similar to the
Sum of Priority, but for equal scores the leaf value
is increased by 0.5.
We thus obtain aggregated performance values for every part of the objective tree for each alternative, including an overall performance value at the root level.
A ﬁrst ranking of the alternatives can be done based
on the ﬁnal root values per alternative. This ranking forms the basis for a documented and accountable
decision for the selection of a speciﬁc solution to the
given preservation challenge based on the requirements
speciﬁed.
In addition to the ranking, Sensitivity Analysis may
be performed by analysing, for example, the stability of the ranking with respect to minor changes in
the weighting of the individual objectives, or to minor changes in performance. This Sensitivity Analysis
results in a stability value for each alternative and objective, which may further inﬂuence the ﬁnal decision.

11. Analyse Results
In this step, the performance measures for the individual objectives are aggregated to one single comparable
value for each alternative. Usually, the measured performance values as transformed by the transformation
tables are multiplied with the weighting factor. These
values are summed up. A range of other aggregation
techniques have been implemented in the system, resulting in slightly more pronounced ﬁnal ranking values for the alternatives. Currently the following methods are available:
• Weighted Sum – The comparable values are multiplied with their weights. These values are summed
up to a single comparable value per alternative.
The sum method oﬀers a ﬁnal ranking on an rational scale. Leaf values that score zero (drop-out
value) have no decisive eﬀect on the ﬁnal root
value.
• Multiplication – Here, the ﬁrst step is to multiply
the comparable value per leaf with the weight of
that leaf. The results are then multiplied throughout the tree for the whole alternative. The ﬁnal
ranking is based on a rational scale. The multiplication method highlights alternatives with drop
out values, as these alternatives with leaf values
zero have a ﬁnal root value of zero.

The result of this preservation planning process is a concise, objective, and well-documented ranked list of the various alternative solutions for a given preservation task considering institution-speciﬁc requirements. By providing both
overall as well as detailed performance measures, stemming
from a standardised and repeatable experimental setting,
it forms the basis for sound and accountable decisions on
which solution to implement.

5. CASE STUDIES
To evaluate the viability and the beneﬁts of the presented
approach, a series of case studies were performed with diﬀerent partner institutions, ranging from national libraries and
archives to multimedia museums and research institutions.
Speciﬁcally, we report on ﬁve detailed case studies building
upon the initial four case studies performed as part of the
DELOS project [20]. These are:
• two web archives, one coming from a library context,
the other one from an archiving institution,
• two collections of electronic publications with scientiﬁc
provenance, coming from three European national libraries, and
• a large collection of born-digital multimedia art.

5.1 Web Archive Collections
In a joint requirements workshop, The British Library
and The National Archive of the UK (TNA) each deﬁned
their requirements for the collections resulting from their
web archiving activities.
The resulting objective trees show the diﬀerent focus and
background the two institutions have. While in a library
context strong emphasis is placed on the user experience
with the website, the archive needs to concentrate on risk
assessment and technical characteristics.
Figure 3 shows a sub-branch of the tree constructed by
TNA describing requirements on the technical characteristics of a preservation strategy. The outermost leaves of the
nodes describe the measurement units assigned to the leaf
objectives. In this case, the measurement units are described
on ordinal scales, the values will have to be assigned manually by an expert.
In step 9 of the workﬂow, these units are transformed to
a uniform scale. For example, openness of documentation
could be mapped to 5, 3, and 1 (for Standard, Open, and
Proprietary, respectively). Alternatively, if an open documentation is an essential criterion, the institution can manifest this by assigning a ‘not-acceptable’ value of zero to the
value proprietary.
The objectives in the depicted sub-tree primarily deal with
the risks that the collection is facing. For example, tool
support for a ﬁle format is quantiﬁed by the number of tools
that are currently supporting it. If this number is low, the
risk of the ﬁle format becoming obsolete will probably be
high. Related to this, the backwards compatibility of ﬁle
formats can be seen as an indicator of stability.
These criteria and scales support the risk assessment for
each potential preservation strategy by modelling the risks
in a quantiﬁable way. Despite the manual assignment of
measurement values, participants agreed that the rating these
scales provide is far more useful and objective than an undocumented, intuitive decision.

5.2 Collections of scientific publications
This series of two case studies was conducted with the
Austrian National Library (ONB) and the Royal Library of
the Netherlands (KB). Both have to preserve scientiﬁc publications provided in formats ranging from MS Word and older
word processing formats to current PDF ﬁles. The ONB will
have the future obligation to collect and preserve electronic
theses and dissertations from Austrian Universities. To fulﬁl
its obligation, the ONB needed a ﬁrst evaluation of possible preservation strategies for these documents according to
their speciﬁc requirements. The KB in turn is responsible
for preserving a collection of scientiﬁc documents from 18
scientiﬁc institutions in the Netherlands.
The resulting objective trees showed many similarities,
but diﬀered in some aspects very speciﬁc to each institution,
such as requirements coming from the technical environment
of the KB. An automated migration process in the KB has
to run in parallel with other processes on a central server
and thus needs to be conﬁgurable for load balancing to be
able to limit the workload the process consumes to a certain
threshold.
Another example are metadata of the objects. In the ONB
the metadata of documents are held by the document management system. So it is not important to preserve the embedded metadata of an object, but to provide a documenta-

Table 1: Overall scores of the alternative strategies
considered in the ONB case study
Total Score
Nr. Alternative
Sum Multiplication
1 PDF/A
4.52
4.31
2 TIFF
4.26
3.96
3 EPS
4.22
3.91
4 JPEG
4.17
3.77
5 RTF (Adobe)
3.43
0.0
6 RTF (ConvertDoc) 3.38
0.0
7 TXT
3.28
0.0

tion about changes of an object for the document management system. This is diﬀerent with KB where the metadata
are partly contained in the object. In this case the embedded metadata have to be preserved and enriched.
Table 1 provides the resulting ranking of some alternative migration strategies considered by the ONB. Only the
root values of the Sum and Multiplication aggregations are
shown.
All experiments were executed on Windows XP professional on a sample set of ﬁve master theses. The results
show that the migration to PDF/A using Adobe Acrobat 7
Professional ranks on top, followed by migration to TIFF,
EPS and JPEG2000; far behind are migration to RTF and
plain text. The alternative PDF/A basically preserves all
core document characteristics in a wide-spread ﬁle format,
while showing good migration process performance.
The migration to TIFF, EPS and JPEG show very good
appearance, but have weaknesses regarding criteria such as
‘content machine readable’.
The aggregation method ’Multiplication’ shows that the
alternatives RTF (Adobe), RTF (ConvertDoc) and TXT
failed to preserve essential characteristics and to fulﬁl the
minimum requirements in at least one objective.
Both RTF solutions exhibit major weaknesses in appearance and structure of the documents, speciﬁcally with respect to tables and equations as well as character encoding
and line breaks. Object characteristics show a clear advantage for ConvertDoc, which was able to preserve the layout
of headers and footers as opposed to Adobe Acrobat. Still,
costs and the technical advantages of the Acrobat tool, such
as macro support and customisation, compensate for this
diﬀerence and lead to an almost equal score. The migration
to plain text format fails to preserve important artefacts like
tables and ﬁgures as well as appearance characteristics like
font types and sizes.

5.3 Electronic Multimedia Art
The Ars Electronica Center (AEC) in Linz, Austria8 has
been collecting electronic art in digital form since the early
nineties. The AEC holds more than 25.000 CDs containing
multimedia and interactive art in diﬀerent formats like longobsolete presentation ﬁle formats with interactive visuals,
audio and video content. The Ludwig Boltzmann Institute9
is currently evaluating alternative strategies to not only preserve these pieces of art over the long term, but also make
them accessible in a satisfying form on the web.
8

http://www.aec.at/en/center
http://media.lbg.ac.at/en/institution.php?
iMenuID=1
9

Figure 3: Technical characteristics for preserving a web archive as identified by TNA

The case study focused on requirements for a sub-collection
containing interactive presentations in ﬁle formats such as
Asymetrix Compel. More speciﬁcally, we concentrated on
the requirements for the ‘documentation’ of the art objects
that has to be created in order to enable long-term preservation and interactive access over the web.
The resulting objective tree is strikingly diﬀerent from
those that arose in other settings such as library and archival
institutions as it shows a strong focus on the navigation
behaviour of the artwork and the appearance of animations.
An example for a speciﬁc characteristic of multimedia art
is the speed of execution. Migrating a piece of art or emulating the original platform for which it was created might
alter this speed. The deviation can be measured in percent.
Further case studies that were conducted during the last
years as part of DELOS [19] include the following.
• Video Files of the Austrian Phonogrammarchiv
The Austrian Phonogrammarchiv is re-considering its
appraisal regulations for video ﬁles, speciﬁcally with
respect to optimal source format standards to migrate
from. So a case study took place to evaluate the performance of potential migration tools and source formats.
The deﬁned target format was MPEG2000 and DPS,
by considering all occurring input formats (Std DVm
Digi-Betam PAL-VHS, SVHS, U-Matic, Beta Cam,
MPEG, NTSC-VHS, DPS, Hi8). In a one-day workshop an objective tree was created with around 200
objectives. These were strongly focused on detailed
technical characteristics. The subsequent experiments
and the evaluation of the preservation solutions took
about 3 weeks. The results clearly revealed the few
distinguishing characteristics of the alternative preservation strategies – signal representation, colour depth
and stereo quality.
• Document records of the Dutch National Archive
The Dutch National Archive is responsible for storing all documents produced by the Dutch government,
ministries and oﬃcial bodies. The case study tried to
deﬁne the objectives for the preservation of diﬀerent
kinds of documents, such as video and audio, focusing

particularly on the record characteristics. The resulting objective tree contained around 450 objectives.
• Migration of a database to XML
This case study was done in cooperation with the Italian National Research Council (CNR). The starting
point was a legacy database containing descriptive metadata of a small library, consisting of books, registered
users, information about lending, order of books, content (ﬁeld, review) and the budget for new books. The
data of the database was to be converted to XML for
archiving and further application using e.g. a native
XML database. In this case study we tried to reduce
the number of objectives, focusing on the critical characteristics. The resulting objective tree contained approximately 70 nodes with a maximum depth of 6 layers.
• Preserving the annual electronic journal of diﬀerential
equations
Within the project of supra-regional literature supply
in Germany the State and University Library Göttingen
holds the collection of ‘Electronic Journal of Diﬀerential Equations’. The SUB is committed to preserve
the collection of the journals and providing access to
them. In a ﬁrst workshop the requirements and goals
for the collection were speciﬁed. The speciﬁc challenges of this collection are the hierarchical structure
of the considered object and the diﬀerent formats of
the sub-objects.
The workshops held to deﬁne the objectives of the preservation endeavour usually followed the same pattern. Participants with diﬀerent backgrounds (usually technical and
managerial/curators) were present, resulting in groups of
about three to seven people. After deﬁning the basic settings, a brainstorming session helped to elicit as many different objectives as possible. These were then reduced and
structured, forming a basic objective tree. During this process, usually numerous further objectives were identiﬁed.
Speciﬁcally with regard to technical characteristics, in some
cases the discussion threatened to lead to a full-ﬂedged listing of all metadata embedded in a digital object, or a list

of highly specialised characteristics inherent in a speciﬁc ﬁle
format. It was of vital importance to maintain the balance
between the necessary level of detail and the actual requirements, focusing on the actual needs of the preservation process and the intended utilisation of the objects.
The assignment of measurable units to each of the leaf objectives is a very important step. In principle, the proposed
method allows subjective evaluations. However, apart from
the fact that these require manual evaluation during the
experiment phase, they also do not oﬀer themselves for an
objective evaluation, forming the basis for accountable decisions. Thus, wherever possible, speciﬁc objective measures
need to be speciﬁed. This sometimes requires a revision
of the objectives identiﬁed, either re-formulation or further
reﬁnement. Participants sometimes have diﬃculty in quantifying characteristics that are at ﬁrst perceived as too elusive for objective measurements. Moderation and guidance
of the group discussion as well as illustrative examples have
been very helpful in reaching useful measurement scales.
Furthermore, a precise deﬁnition and labelling of the objectives is crucial to avoid ambiguities, redundancies, or misunderstandings.
Another critical issue is the assignment of the importance
factors. Standard Utility Analysis would require these to be
deﬁned immediately after identifying the objectives. However, experience showed that in many cases the various tools
performed virtually identical for a range of requirements.
Thus, specifying the importance values after running the
experiments, although not formally correct due to possibly
biased decisions for or against a certain solution, turned out
to be more eﬃcient, preventing avoidable discussions. This
is also due to the ‘friendly setting’ the case studies generally
were set in. Institutions were not looking for external certiﬁcation, but for the best solution for the problems they are
facing. If this approach is used for external vendor certiﬁcation or a bidding process, it might be advisable to assign
importance factors before evaluation. The support software
tools allow for a ﬂexible redesign of the process in this case.
In some cases there were concerns relating to the inﬂuence
of the weighting on the ﬁnal rankings of the alternatives.
This led to the development of an automated Sensitivity
Analysis evaluating the impact that a variation by a certain percentage for each of the weights would have on the
overall outcome. This, however, was in most cases minimal.
Sometimes the order of consecutive pairs of alternatives was
switched.
In general, participants were very satisﬁed with the process - particularly with the elicitation of the preservation
requirements, which required a structured view on the problem and the needs. The experiments to actually evaluate the
various tools were considered to be of minor importance.
The elicitation and deﬁnition of requirements during the
brainstorming session, as well as the subsequent structuring
to form an objective tree, was initially performed in a traditional manner, using staples of post-it notes on a whiteboard. During the course of the PLANETS project, this
situation has been greatly improved by using mind-mapping
software to construct the tree and importing the resulting
XML deﬁnition into the planning software.
The tool support was highly welcome during the various
stages of running the workshops, speciﬁcally for documenting each individual step. Figure 4 shows the consecutive
editing following the case studies in the planning tool.

Figure 4: PLANETS planning tool objective tree

Most participants had a pretty good feeling on their performance and the eﬀects they would have on the ﬁles so that
they could guess the results once the objectives were clear.
Generally, in most cases the experts were able to predict
the outcome, but highly valued the evaluation setting, as
this provided a means to document the facts, providing a
basis for an accountable decision.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We presented the PLANETS Preservation Planning approach to support preservation planning activities. It enforces the explicit deﬁnition of requirements for preservation
endeavours in terms of speciﬁc objectives. It therefore oﬀers
a standardised way of planning and evaluating preservation
strategies based on a set of experiments. Evaluation is done
via Utility Analysis, helping the testbed in establishing and
maintaining a trusted environment for digital preservation
processes. We demonstrated the applicability of the presented approach and software tool by evaluating and testing
it through case studies in a variety of domains.
Of course, the ongoing development of the planning software itself will be an important aspect of future work. The
overall usefulness heavily depends on the integration of a
wide range of tools for ﬁle analysis and conversion. We
mentioned the role of preservation planning in form of the
PLANETS Preservation Planning approach, yet other services are being developed. Hence, the integration with services from other parts of the project like Preservation Action and Preservation Characterisation will play an important role in the further development as well, and deﬁnitely
is going to be one of the strong points of the PLANETS
Preservation Planning approach.
Moreover, continuous case studies will be performed to
keep contact to users from diﬀerent domains and institutions and to ensure the pursuing usability and eﬀectiveness
of the PLANETS Preservation Planning approach. The case
studies will further be used to establish a basis of best practice models. Based on these models we want to construct
a kind of recommender process. It should provide a pre-

deﬁned objective tree depending on the type of preservation
setting, or, at least, a set of building blocks therefor.
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